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This work considers a multi-agent formation control problem where a designated
leader is subjected to an additional velocity reference command. The entire formation should follow the leader while maintaining the inter-agent distance constraints.
By introducing a proportional control gain term to a gradient controller that stabilizes infinitesimally rigid formations, we are able to prove stability of the formation
error dynamics with velocity input while ensuring that the steady state formation error is bounded. Upper bounds on the steady-state error are also given in terms of
properties of the specified formation. Numerical simulations are shown to illustrate
the theoretical results.

I.

Introduction

Formation control of multi-robot networks is an area of ongoing research in control systems. In recent years, there has been an increasing number of contributions dealing with the
control of multiple agent formations. Of the many control strategies for formation control,
distance-constrained formation stabilization has been extensively studied [1–9]. A closely related problem is formation tracking where the objective is to find a control scheme that allow
multiple robots to maintain some given formation while executing additional tasks such as
velocity tracking or leader following.
The words ‘move as a formation’ have the usual meaning of everyday language: the formation at one instant of time is congruent to the formation at another instant of time, or equivalently, all inter-agent distances are preserved over all time. Distance-constrained formation
control aims at maintaining inter-agent distances and utilizes relative measurements (i.e., distances and relative-positions) to generate the control action. The theory of rigidity has emerged
as the correct mathematical foundation for defining distance-constrained formations and proving that distance-constrained formation control strategies are stabilizing [3, 10, 11]. In [12], application of the center manifold theorem was used to prove the local stability of infinitesimally
rigid formations. Lyapunov-based approaches were employed in [6, 13]. As a first contribution
of our work, we provide an alternative local stability proof by deriving the dynamics of the
formation error and employing Lyapunov’s indirect method.
Although some earlier related studies addressed the issues of analyzing the decentralized
control laws embedded in the agents for distance control, fewer can be found answering the
question of tracking an input reference of only one of the agents. In [14, 15] different methods
are used including a coordinated control approach and a combination of consensus-based controllers with the cascaded approach to control agents with unicycle dynamics. The aid of one
or more virtual agents to help the formation achieve a desired common velocity or to arrive at a
desired destination is considered in [16–18]. In particular, [19] proposed a flocking algorithm
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with a virtual leader by including a navigational feedback mechanism to every agent under the
assumption that all agents are being informed. In [6, 18, 20], the formation tracking problem is
considered for agents with second-order dynamics.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of controlling a group of mobile agents with
single integrator dynamics to track a reference velocity of a single leader. When one of the
agents is assigned with an external velocity command, the objective is to preserve the correct
distance-constrainted formation by the other agents while following the leader. In the absence
of any additional control action, the standard rigidity based formation stabilization solutions
will exhibit a steady-state formation error. Our approach is to combine gradient control laws
with a proportional (P) gain controller to reduce this steady-state error. We show that such a
scheme preserves the stability properties of the formation error dynamics as well as properties
of the networked system’s centroid. We also reveal more interesting relations between the upper
bound of the steady state error and the graph properties. This scheme has many advantages,
including a simple and distributed implementation and no need for virtual leaders.
The paper is organized as follows. An overview on rigidity theory is provided in Section II.
The distance-constrained formation control law and stability analysis is reviewed in Section III.
The proportional formation controller with stability and performance analysis is presented in
Section IV. Numerical simulations are provided in Section V to illustrate the theoretical results.
Section VI contains concluding remarks and areas for future work.
II.
A.

Preliminaries

Notations

Given A1 , . . . , An ∈ Rp×q , when the range of i is clear from the context, denote diag(Ai ) ,
blkdiag{A1 , . . . , An } ∈ Rnp×nq . Denote In as the n×n identity matrix. Let 1n = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈
Rn be the vectors of all ones. The eigenvalues of a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix A
are denoted as 0 ≤ λ1 (A) ≤ λ2 (A) ≤ · · · ≤ λn (A).
B.

Graph Theory

An undirected graph G = (V, E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E ⊆ V × V, where
an edge {i, j} is an unordered pair of distinct nodes i and j. We denote the number of nodes in
a graph as n , |V| and the number of edges as m , |E|. If {i, j} ∈ E, then i and j are said
to be adjacent; this is also denoted as i ∼ j. The degree of vertex i, degi , is the cardinality
of the set of vertices adjacent to it. The set of neighbors of vertex i is denoted as Ni , {j ∈
V : {i, j} ∈ E}. A spanning tree is a connected graph with |V| − 1 edges. An orientation
of an undirected graph is the assignment of a direction to each edge. An oriented graph is an
undirected graph together with a particular orientation. The incidence matrix E ∈ Rn×m of an
oriented graph is the {0, ±1} matrix with rows indexed by vertices and columns by edges. For
any connected graph, the incidence matrix satisfies Null (E T ) = span{1n } [21]. The Laplacian
of G, L(G) := E(G)E(G)T , is a rank deficient positive semi-definite matrix. The real spectrum
of the Laplacian can thereby be ordered as 0 = λ1 (L(G)) ≤ λ2 (L(G)) ≤ ... ≤ λn (L(G)). The
multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian is equal to the number of connected
components of the graph [21]. Moreover, the second smallest eigenvalue of L(G), λ2 (L(G)) is
also known as the algebraic connectivity of the graph.
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C.

Rigidity Theory

Rigidity theory plays an important role in distance-based formation control. We next review
some important definitions and results from rigidity theory; for a more detailed review, see
[3, 10].
T T
2n
A d-dimensional configuration is a finite collection of n points, x = [xT
1 , . . . , xn ] ∈ R ,
2
where xi ∈ R and xi 6= xj for all i 6= j. A framework, denoted as G(x), is an undirected graph
G together with a configuration x, where vertex i in the graph is mapped to the point xi . It is
often useful to work with oriented graphs. Suppose {i, j} ∈ E corresponds to the kth directed
edge in an oriented graph and define the edge vectors for a framework, sometimes called the
relative position vector, as ek , xj − xi . The edge vectors of the entire framework can be
h
iT
T
denoted as e = eT
∈ R2m .
·
·
·
e
1
m
Two frameworks G(x) and G(y) in R2 are equivalent if kxi − xj k = kyi − yj k for all
{(i, j)} ∈ E. Two frameworks G(x) and G(y) in R2 are congruent if kxi − xj k = kyi − yj k
for all i, j ∈ V. A framework G(x) is globally rigid if every framework that is equivalent to
G(x) is also congruent to G(x). A framework G(x) is rigid if there exists an  > 0 such that
if framework G(y) is equivalent to G(x) and satisfies kyi − xi k ≤  for all i ∈ V, then G(y) is
congruent to G(x).
Given an arbitrary oriented graph, consider a framework G(x) with the edge vectors as
2n
{ek }m
× G → Rm as
k=1 . Define the edge function, F : R
F (x, G) , [ke1 k2 , . . . , kem k2 ]T .
The rigidity matrix R(x) associated with a framework G(x) is the Jacobian of the edge function,
R(x) , ∂F (x, G)/∂x ∈ Rm×2n . More specifically, if the i-th undirected edge is {j, k}, then
the i-th row of R(x) is defined as
jth vertex
kth vertex
T
T
T
[ · · · 0 · · · xj − xk · · · 0 · · · xT
· · · 0 · · · ].
k − xj
A short calculation shows that R(x) can be equivalently written as
T
R(x) = diag(eT
i )(E ⊗ I2 ).

(1)

The symmetric rigidity matrix associated with a framework G(x) is the 2n × 2n matrix defined
as R(x) , R(x)T R(x) [2].
If dx satisfies R(x)dx = 0, then dx is called an infinitesimal flex of G(x). Framework G(x)
is infinitesimally rigid if the only infinitesimal flexes are trivial, i.e., are the rigid body rotations
and translations of the framework. A framework G(x) is minimally infinitesimally rigid (MIR)
if it is infinitesimally rigid and the number of edges is m = 2n − 3. The following is the
necessary and sufficient condition for infinitesimal rigidity.
Lemma 1. ( [22]) A framework G(x) is infinitesimally rigid if and only if rank(R(x)) = 2n−3.
Since there are 2n − 3 edges in an MIR framework, the number of rows of the rigidity
matrix must also be 2n − 3, leading to the following corollary.
Corollary 1. If a framework is MIR, then the rigidity matrix R(x) has full row rank.
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Corollary 1 gives a sufficient condition for the rigidity matrix of a framework having full
row rank. It is notable that there exist other frameworks that may not even be rigid possessing
rigidity matrices of full row rank. For example, the rigidity matrix of a tree framework always
has full row rank regardless of the configuration of the framework [23]. The notion of MIR
frameworks and Corollary 1 turn out to be an important property for deriving the stability of
distance-constrained formation problems.
III.

Distance-Constrained Formation Stabilization

In this section, we first review a gradient control law for distance-constrained formation
problems [12]. A contribution of this section is to derive an associated dynamical system based
on the formation error. We then provide an alternative stability proof using the error dynamics
and Lyapunov’s indirect method.
Consider n (n ≥ 2) agents, modeled as kinematic point masses, moving in a 2-dimensional
Euclidean space. The motion of the agents are modeled as first-order integrators,
ẋi (t) = ui (t),

i = 1, . . . , n,

where xi (t) ∈ R2 is the position of the i-th robot and ui (t) ∈ R2 denotes the control input. To
simplify notations, the time variable in x(t) and u(t) will be omitted (i.e., x(t) := x).
A formation can be defined by specifying the distances between pairs of agents in the system. Denote dk as the desired distance between agent i and j for edge number k, {i, j} ∈ E,
iT
h
2
2
∈ Rm represent the distance constraint vector.
and let d = d1 · · · dm
The distance error, δ ∈ Rm , is defined as the difference between the measured relative
distances and the desired inter-agent distances,
δk = kek k2 − d2k ,

k ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

(2)

In [12], a gradient control law was proposed to locally and asymptotically stabilize infinitesimally rigid formations. The associated positive semi-definite potential function is defined as
m

m

2 1 X 2
1X
Φ(e) =
kek k2 − d2k =
δ .
2 k=1
2 k=1 k

(3)

Observe that Φ(e) = 0 if and only if kek k2 = d2k , k = 1, . . . , m. The control for each agent is
then taken as the gradient of the potential function (3),
X

ui = −∇xi Φ(e) = −
kek k2 − dk 2 ek .
(4)
j∼i

The closed loop dynamics can be written in state space form as
ẋ = −R(x)x + R(x)T d.
A.

(5)

Distance Error Dynamics

We now provide an alternative approach for the local stability analysis of the distance-constrained
formation control in (5). Factorization of the dynamics in (5) yields
ẋ = −R(x)T (R(x)x − d) .
4

(6)

Note that from (1) it can be seen that the expression R(x)x − d is precisely the distance error
defined in (2), i.e.,
T
δ , R(x)x − d = diag(eT
(7)
i ) (E ⊗ I2 )x −d.
| {z }
e

As we are concerned with the behavior of the formation error, we now derive the formation
error dynamics by differentiating (7) with respect to time,
T
T
δ̇ = 2 diag(eT
i )ė = 2 diag(ei )(E ⊗ I2 )ẋ.

(8)

Combining (8) with (1) and (6) leads to the following expression for the formation error dynamics,
δ̇ = f (δ) = −2R(x)R(x)T (R(x)x − d)
= −2R(x)R(x)T δ.
B.

(9)

Formation Stability Analysis

It is well known that the direct linearization of (5) around the target formation has multiple
eigenvalues at the origin, and consequently cannot be analyzed by Lyapunov’s indirect method
[12]. In contrast, we now show that the linearization of the δ-dynamics in (9) leads to a Hurwitz
state matrix, and thus local asymptotic stability is readily shown. In this direction, we first
introduce the following assumption, which is widely used in the literature [8, 13].
Assumption 1. Any framework G(x) satisfying the distance constraints {dij }(i,j)∈E is minimally infinitesimally rigid.
Theorem 1. Under Assumption 1, the origin of the formation error dynamics (9) is locally
asymptotically stable.
Proof. Define the set Ω = {x| R(x)x − d = 0}. For any x∗ ∈ Ω , δ = 0 by definition, hence
any x∗ ∈ Ω corresponds to an equilibrium of (9). Denote M (x) = R(x)R(x)T . Evaluating the
Jacobian of the dynamics (9) at the equilibrium δ = 0 (x = x∗ ) gives
∂f (δ)
∂δ

∂ (−2M (x)δ)
∂δ
δ=0,x=x∗




∂ (M (x))
∂δ
= −2
δ
−2 M (x)
∂δ
∂δ
δ=0,x=x∗
=

δ=0,x=x∗

δ=0,x=x∗ .

The linearized dynamics equation thus can be expressed as
δ̃˙ = −2M (x∗ )δ̃,
where δ̃ is the variation of the state around the equilibrium point. From Assumption 1 and
Corollary 1, it follows that R(x∗ ) has full row rank, and therefore M (x∗ ) is a symmetric
positive-definite matrix. Thus, the equilibrium point δ = 0 of the nonlinear formation error
dynamics is locally asymptotically stable.
The result of Theorem 1 shows that examining the linearized formation error dynamics
allows for the use of Lyapunov’s indirect method to show local asymptotic stabilization of the
formation. In fact, exponential stability can also be shown using a similar approach as found
in [13].
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IV.

Distance-Constrained Formation Tracking with Proportional Control

We now consider the formation controller in (5) and designate one agent as a leader. The
leader is injected with an external reference velocity command, and the objective of the formation is to follow the leader while maintaining the specified inter-agent distances. Without the
presence of any additional control, such a scheme will always lead to a steady-state error for
the formation (i.e., limt→∞ kδ(t)k > 0). This phenomena is demonstrated by a simple example
shown in Figure 1(a). Here, 4 agents are tasked with maintaining a diamond shape formation
(satisfying Assumption 1) while tracking the designated leader (marked in green). Figure 1(b)
plots kδk as a function of time, showing the steady-state error.
The addition of a velocity reference to the agent designated as a leader together with the
control law in (4) leads to the following dynamics,
ẋ = −R(x)T (R(x)x − d) + Bvref .

(10)

Here, B ∈ R2n×2 is used to indicate which agent in the formation may receive the external
velocity reference, vref ∈ R2 (i.e., if agent i is the leader, then the i-th block of B is I2 , and the
remaining blocks are zero). The steady-state error in the formation can be bounded (and even
eliminated) by introducing an appropriate stabilizing control into the control loop. A general
control scheme is presented in Figure 2 and can be described as

ẋ = u + Bvref ,


u = −R(x)T C R(x)x − d ,

(11)
(12)



where C R(x)x − d = C(δ), can be any stabilizing controller.
Before analyzing the stability of the control scheme proposed in (12), we first examine the
performance of the formation with a leader. In particular, we show that for the dynamics in
(12), assuming that C is a stabilizing controller, the velocity of the formation centroid will
move at a velocity proportional to the reference, vref . In this direction, first define the centroid
as
n

1 T
1X
xi =
1n ⊗ I2 x.
(13)
x̄ =
n i=1
n
Theorem 2. Consider the system (11) and (12) and assume C is a stabilizing controller. Then
the centroid of the formation, (13), moves at the constant velocity vref /n.


T
T
Proof. Observe from (1) that 1T
n ⊗ I2 R(x) = 1n ⊗ I2 (E ⊗ I2 )diag(ei ) = 0 due to the
fact that 1n is the left null space of E. Using this property, we examine the dynamics of the
centroid,
x̄˙ =


 1 T

1 T
1n ⊗ I2 −R(x)T C(δ) + Bvref =
1n ⊗ I2 Bvref .
n
n

In the case that only one agent is being controlled (i.e., (1T
n ⊗I2 )B = I2 ), the centroid dynamics
reduce to x̄˙ = vref /n, concluding the proof.
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(b) A plot of kδk showing a steady-state error.

(a) An MIR formation tracking a leader.

Figure 1: Without any additional control, tracking a leader leads to a steady-state error in the formation.

Remark 1. Note that the centroid does not actually track the reference velocity. However,
if the number of agents in the ensemble is known by the leader, this is easily overcome by
premultiplication of the reference velocity by the number of agents in the network.
In the next subsection we propose a proportional gain control for the formation error controller C.
A.

Proportional Gain Control

A proportional controller is a control loop feedback mechanism widely used in industrial control systems, and it is the first intuitive control gain that comes to mind when implementing
a controller. A proportional controller generally operates with a steady-state error, sometimes
referred to as droop. Droop may be mitigated by adding a compensating bias term to the set
point or output, or corrected dynamically by adding an integral term (the latter will be discussed in the followup paper). The next equation describes a proportional controller that may
be implemented as the controller C in (12),
u = −R(x)T (κP In ) (R(x)x − d) ,

(14)

where κP is a scalar constant. Notice here that each agent utilizes the same gain parameter.
A proportional control system amplifies the error signal to generate the control signal. The
closed-loop dynamics of the system utilizing the proportional control in (14) is thus
ẋ = R(x)T (κP In ) (R(x)x − d) + Bvref .
Examining the system from the error vector point of view will help to prove the stability
of the origin. The dynamics of the formation error vector (7) with a proportional controller
described in (14) can be derived as
δ̇ = f (δ, vref ) = −2κP R(x)R(x)T δ + 2R(x)Bvref .
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vref

B
δ

d
−

Controller

T

R(x)

ẋ

ˆ

x

R(x)

Figure 2: A formation control architecture for velocity tracking.

Theorem 3. Under Assumption 1 and for any κP > 0 , the origin of the zero-input (vref = 0)
error dynamics (15) is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. By using the same method described in Theorem 1, The linearized dynamics equation
can be expressed as
δ̃˙ = −2κP M (x∗ )δ̃ ,
where δ̃ is the variation of the state around the equilibrium point. For any choice of κP > 0
the matrix −2κP M (x∗ ) is Hurwitz (Because M (x∗ ) is a symmetric positive-definite matrix)
thus leading us to the local asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point δ = 0 of the nonlinear
formation error dynamics.
Theorem 4. In the local sense, under Assumption 1, and for any κP > 0 , the error dynamics
(15) is bounded input bounded output (BIBO) stable.
Proof. The same actions are taken as in Theorem 1 in order to present the full linearized dynamics of (15). Define the set Ω̃ = {(x, vref )| f (x, vref ) = 0}, which represents the equilibrium set of (15). We are interested in linearizing the system around a zero formation error, i.e.,
δ = 0 and hence x = x∗ (x ∈ Ω as defined in Theorem 1). In this direction, define the set
Ω2 = {(x, vref )| R(x)x − d = 0 , f (x, vref ) = 0} ⊂ Ω̃. It then follows that any (x, v) ∈ Ω2
satisfies x ∈ Ω and v = 0. We now linearize our system around the point (x∗ , 0) ∈ Ω2 to obtain
the linear state space form [24]
δ̃˙ = Āδ̃ + B̄ṽ
y = C̄ δ̃ + D̄ṽ,
where δ̃ is the variation of the state and ṽ is the variation of the input around the equilibrium
point. The matrix Ā is obtained by evaluating the Jacobian of the dynamics (15) at the equilibrium δ = 0 (x = x∗ ) and at the nominal input vref = 0:
Ā =

∂f (δ, vref )
∂δ

∂ (−2κP M (x)δ + 2R(x)Bvref )
∂δ
δ=0,x=x∗ ,vref =0


∂R(x)
= −2κP M (x∗ ) + 2
Bvref
∂δ
δ=0,x=x∗ ,vref =0
=

δ=0,x=x∗ ,vref =0

= −2κP M (x∗ )
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The Marix B̄ represents the control matrix, and is obtained in a similar way:
∂f (δ, vref )
∂vref

B̄ =

= 2R(x∗ )B
δ=0,x=x∗ ,vref =0

The C̄ matrix is the identity matrix reflecting the formation error vector as the output of the
system with D̄ = 0. The complete linearized dynamics equation can be expressed as
δ̃˙ = −2κP M (x∗ )δ̃ + 2R(x∗ )Bṽ
y = δ̃

(16)

For a general linear system, the transfer functions matrix between the input and the output
−1
is given according to G(s) = C̄ sI − Ā
B̄ + D̄ [24]. The transfer function corresponding
to the linearized dynamics (16) is thus
G(s) = (sIm + 2κP M (x∗ ))−1 2R(x∗ )B = 2

adj (sIm + 2κP M (x∗ ))
R(x∗ )B.
det(sIm + 2κP M (x∗ ))

(17)

BIBO stability can be concluded simply by examining the poles of G(s), and those are
obtained by solving the characteristic equation of −2κP M (x∗ ). By Assumption 1, M (x∗ ) is
a symmetric positive-definite matrix, and therefore all of its eigenvalues are real and positive.
Therefore, for positive κP , all the eigenvalues of −2κP M (x∗ ) are located on the open left half
plane and hence the system is BIBO stable.
Owing to the structure of the matrices in the linearized dynamics, we are also able to provide
an analytic expression for the steady-state error and also upper bounds that are expressed in
terms of properties of the system.
Corollary 2. Given a constant reference velocity ṽ =v for the linearized dynamics in (16), the
steady-state formation error is limt→∞ δ̃(t) = δ̃ss = κ1P M (x∗ )−1 R(x∗ )Bv and it is bounded as
δ̃ss

1
≤
κP

p
dmax · λmax (L(G))
kvk .
λmin (M (x∗ ))

Proof. For a step input response of magnitude v we can use the final value theorem, since the
eigenvalues of the dynamic matrix are all in the open left-half of the complex plane.
1
lim δ̃(t) = lim δ(s) = lim s G(s)v
t→∞
s→0
s→0 s
= lim (sIm + 2M (x∗ )κP )−1 2R(x∗ )Bv
s→0

=

1
M (x∗ )−1 R(x∗ )Bv.
κP

Since R(x∗ ) and M (x∗ )−1 are constant matrices, this immediately implies that for any bounded
input the formation error will also be bounded. The euclidean norm of the formation error vector is considered in order to express the boundness of the steady-state error with the following
norm inequalitiy
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δ̃ss =

1
1
M (x∗ )−1 R(x∗ )Bv ≤
κP
κP

M (x∗ )−1 kR(x∗ )k kBk kvk .

(18)

From the definition of B in (10), its norm is kBk = 1 and hence assigning a different agent
with a reference velocity does not affect the boundness of the steady state error. Also observe
that
kM (x∗ )k =

R(x∗ )R(x∗ )T

=

diag(eTi ∗ )(E T ⊗ I)(E ⊗ I)diag(e∗i )

≤

diag(eTi ∗ )

(19)

(E T E ⊗ I) kdiag(e∗i )k .

The expression E T E is also known as Le (G), the edge Laplacian of a graph [25]. Using an
SVD decomposition, the following equations hold,
p
p
λmax (E T E) = λmax (Le (G))
p
p
=
λmax (EE T ) = λmax (L(G))
= ET .

kEk =

From the properties of the Kronecker product, The norm (E T E ⊗ I) is equal to
and hence (E T E ⊗ I) = kLe (G)k. From (20) and since Le (G) is symmetric,
kLe (G)k = kL(G)k = λmax (L(G)).

(20)

E T E · kIk ,
(21)

Note also that
diag(eTi ∗ )

= kdiag(e∗i )k
q
λmax [diag(eTi ∗ )] [diag(e∗i )]
=
v


u
∗ 2
u
k
ke
1
u


..
λ
= u


.
t max
2
ke∗m k
q
=
max(d2k ) , dmax ,

(22)

k

where maxk (d2k ) is the largest entry of the distance constraint vector d. From (19), (21) and
(22) the upper bound of kM (x∗ )k is
kM (x∗ )k ≤ dmax · λmax (L(G)),

(23)

and as can be seen kM (x∗ )k depends on the structure of the graph. The matrix M (x∗ ) is
symmetric and hence kM (x∗ )k = λmax (M (x∗ )). This fact will help us derive an upper bound
to the norm of R(x∗ );
p
p
p
kR(x∗ )k =
λmax [R(x∗ )R(x∗ )T ] = λmax M (x∗ ) = kM (x∗ )k.
(24)
Combining (23) with (24) it can be concluded that
p
kR(x∗ )k ≤ dmax · λmax (L(G)).
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(25)

Lastly, kM (x∗ )−1 k should also be bounded in order to completely bound the steady state error.
The norm of the inverse of a matrix is related to its condition number. Denote γ(M (x∗ ))
(M (x∗ ))
as the condition number of a matrix M (x∗ ), i.e., γ(M (x∗ )) = λλmax
∗ . By definition,
min (M (x ))
∗
∗
∗ −1
γ(M (x )) = kM (x )k · kM (x ) k, and hence
M (x∗ )−1 =

λmax (M (x∗ ))
1
=
.
∗
∗
kM (x )k λmin (M (x ))
λmin (M (x∗ ))

By collecting (18), (25) and (26) the steady-state error can be bounded as
p
dmax · λmax (L(G))
1
kvk ,
δ̃ss ≤
κP
λmin (M (x∗ ))

(26)

(27)

and is affected both from properties of the structure of the graph, and from the largest entry of
the distance constraint vector.
Note that the value of the steady state error is found only in the local sense, and it is not the
real steady state value but rather an approximation. This is due to the fact that the matrices
R(x∗ ) and M (x∗ )−1 are computed around the equilibrium points, which accure when δ is
strictly zero.
While Theorem 3 provides us with information about the stability of the autonomous system with a positive κP , here an additional condition on κP is provided in the context of error
boundness. Explicitly, the upper bound will become smaller as κP gets higher.
By introducing a stabilizing proportional gain controller into the formation control scheme
we were able to accomplish the task of reducing the formation tracking error. Some graph
features affect the results of this section directly or indirectly. Firstly, for a constant reference
velocity, the centroid moves at a constant velocity proportional to the number of the agents in
a graph. Secondly, the steady state error has an upper bound related directly to the Laplacian
eigenvalues. The location of the those eigenvalues can be correlated to the graph structure, and
therefore used to identify desirable and undesirable formation interconnection topologies.
V.

Simulations

We now demonstrate the results of Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 with a numerical example. Consider two minimally infinitesimally rigid frameworks with 6 agents as illustrated in
Figure 3. The graph in Figure 3(a) has λmax (L(G)) = 6 while the graph in Figure 3(b) has
λmax (L(G)) = 5.343. In order to know how the steady state error is affected by different types
of graphs, the mobile agents are driven by the dynamics in (11) under control law (14) and are
initialized with arbitrary positions and zero velocities. We would expect a graph with a lower
λmax (L(G)) to yield a smaller upper bound, according to Corollary 2.
The desired inter-agents distances were chosen such that the target formation will have the
same geometric shape, and are labeled above the edges of each graph in Figure 3. Also, only
the green colored agent is injected with a reference velocity, with a magnitude of 0.2[m/sec].
The motion of the agents is illustrated in Figure 4 in which the initial positions are marked
with grey circles and the final positions (at tf inal ) with numbered circles. The dashed lines are
the trajectories of each agent and the proportional controller gain was initially set to κP = 2.
Figure 5 describes the norm of the true error, δ. It can be seen that the steady state error
indeed closely matches the linearized steady state value, marked in a green dashed line, as it is
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Figure 3: The distance constraint vector d as it is presented graphically on a two types of graphs.
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(a) Agents trajectories according to Figure 3(a).
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(b) Agents trajectories according to Figure 3(b).

Figure 4: A MIR formations tracking a leader.

derived from (18). As a comparison, the true steady state value of Figure 5(a) is δss = 0.0411
while the steady state value from Figure 5(b) is δss = 0.0418. Sharp-eyed readers may see that
although the bound of Graph 2 is smaller than that of Graph 1, the simulation actually shows
a smaller steady state error for Graph 1. That is due to the fact that the bound is not tight and is
only an approximation which was derived from the linearized version of the non-linear system.
In line with the expectations, smaller λmax (L(G)) does cause the upper bound to be smaller,
but this does not promise us that is how it will be for other types of graphs. The combination of
λmax (L(G)), λmin (M (x∗ )), and dmax should be considered as a whole in order to examine this
bound accurately. In this example the framework in Figure 4(a) has λmin (M (x∗ )) = 0.57 and
the framework in 4(b) holds λmin (M (x∗ )) = 1.996 which according to Corollary 2 affirms the
correctness of the results. Lastly, as κP increases, the steady state formation error gets smaller.
This can be observed by the norm of the error for different values of κP in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: The norm of the formation tracking error with an upper bound
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Figure 6: Norm of the formation error for different κP gain values..

VI.

Conclusion

In order to solve the velocity tracking problem of a multi-agent system, we introduced a
distance-based rigidity control law combined with a proportional control scheme on the formation error. We showed that the formation error vector elements are reduced as the gain of
the controller increases, and that the formation tracks the controlled agent with the reference
velocity. We also show that the boundness properties of the steady state error (and in the future even disturbance rejection and other measures of interest) are correlated to the Laplacian
eigenvalues, and thus to the graph structure. In future work we will show that the formation
error can be eliminated completely by introducing integral action.
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